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BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

LIST OF TOPICS

PROGRAMME STRUCTURE

The first International Conference on Clinical PET
and Molecular Nuclear Medicine (IPET 2007) was
held in 2007 in Bangkok, Thailand, and attracted
286 participants from 76 Member States. Building
on this, IPET 2011 will be held in Vienna and it is
expected to have a major impact on the growing
field of clinical PET, bringing together PET
practitioners from developed and developing
countries.

Both academic and practice based papers in
the following areas are welcomed:

The scientific programme will comprise morning
sessions on continuing medical education,
covering selected topics of general interest to all
participants. After lunch, breakout sessions for
physicians, medical physicists, radiopharmacists/
radiochemists and technologists will be
conducted in parallel. Clinical topics will be
addressed in main lectures and read with experts
sessions; the Radiopharmacy and Physics and
Instrumentation sessions will include workshops
on selected topics.

The main objectives of the conference are:
●● To evaluate the current status of clinical PET,
molecular nuclear medicine and related
radiopharmacology, with emphasis on cancer;
●● To reflect on the challenges of establishing
PET in developing countries;
●● To deliver supporting know-how via
continuing medical education programmes
in the rapidly growing field of molecular
imaging;
●● To improve the performance of clinical
practice through read with experts sessions
and workshops;
●● To interact with the user groups (nuclear
physicians, radiologists, technologists,
radiographers, radiopharmacists,
radiochemists, medical physicists and other
scientists working in all aspects of molecular
nuclear medicine) and disseminate the most
important information in the field;
●● To exchange information on the current
advances in the field among leading clinical
scientists from developed and developing
countries;
●● To identify future challenges and directions.

●● Member State experience with PET and recent
applications in molecular nuclear medicine;
●● Applications of PET and SPECT with emphasis
on oncology, neurology, cardiology and
infection;
●● Cancer management and treatment planning
with PET;
●● Cyclotrons and generators for PET tracers;
●● Radiopharmaceutical production, good
manufacturing practices and quality
assurance;
●● PET in translational research;
●● PET and SPECT physics, instrumentation and
data analysis;
●● Quality systems, quality control, quality
assurance and audits in nuclear medicine
practice;
●● Radiation protection for personnel and dose
reduction for patients in nuclear medicine
practice;
●● Training and education in PET and molecular
nuclear medicine.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Professionals involved in the practice of
nuclear medicine, including physicians,
physicists, technologists/radiographers and
radiopharmacists/radiochemists.

